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Abstract
Introduction: Point of care testing for C-reactive protein (CRP) has shown promise as a measure to reduce
unnecessary antibiotic prescribing in respiratory tract infections (RTI) and has been adopted into NICE guidelines,
but its use in primary care is still controversial. We aimed to evaluate the effect of CRP testing on the prescription of
antibiotics and the outcome of patients in general practice with acute cough/RTI.
Methods: We undertook a case-control study with POC testing with CRP in intervention group (Oct 16-Jan 17)
and compared this to similar cohort of patients from a year previously coded with exact diagnosis.
Results: A total of 207 patients were included: 69 in the intervention group and 138 in the control group.
The two groups were similar in clinical characteristics. In the intervention group, the antibiotic prescribing rate was
31.6%, which was significantly lower than that in the control group (59.9%) (P=0.003).
The recovery rate, as recorded by the GPs, was 94.9% and 93.8% in the intervention and control groups,
respectively. Referral to Emergency Department for children under 12 was also reduced significantly in the
intervention group (4.4%) when compared to the control group (6.5%; P=0.00479).
Conclusion: The study showed that CRP testing in patients with acute cough/RTI may reduce antibiotic
prescribing and referral to pediatric ED, probably without compromising recovery.
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Introduction
Primary care accounts for 80-90% of antibiotic prescriptions [1-3]
most of which are for acute respiratory tract infections (RTIs) which in
turn is one of the commonest reasons for patients to see their General
Practitioners (GP) [4-6]. As an aid in determining infection severity,
physicians sometimes use C-reactive protein (CRP) point-of-care tests
(POCT).
Studies have highlighted that patient elements such as anxiety, lack
of understanding about antibiotics, confidence in the health
professional and physician factors such as patient-parent pressure,
meeting expectations, complaints, litigations and time constraints
further encouraged inappropriate antibiotic prescribing [7-9].
Difficulty in distinguishing between viral and bacterial respiratory
tract infections has been recognized and has been widely debated. The
value of CRP testing to distinguish between the two aetiologies has also
been widely investigated. Butler et al concluded that clinical
presentations could not explain the wide variation in antibiotic
prescribing in primary care in 13 European countries [6].
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The development of POCT provides an almost immediate
diagnostic test which can impact a GP’s antibiotic prescribing and thus
aiding clinical acumen [10].
CRP is an acute phase biological marker which increases rapidly
during infections more so in bacterial than in viral but also in
inflammation and tissue injury [11]. A systematic review and metaanalysis of 13 studies showed that POC CRP testing was associated
with a decrease in antibiotic prescribing [12]. A more recent
Cochcrane database review also concluded a reduction in antibiotic
use in RTIs in primary care and had no impact on patient recovery or
duration of illness [13].
The review did however note a possible chance finding of increased
hospitalization in one study by Little and co-investigators [14].
The House of Commons Health Committee has acknowledged the
unprecedented pressures the NHS is facing with more admissions to
hospitals especially during the winter months [15]. By adopting the
guidelines from the National Institute of Health and Care Excellence
(NICE) [16-17]; our study aims to evaluate the effect of CRP testing on
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the prescription of antibiotics and the outcome of patients in a UK
general practice cohort of patients presenting with acute cough/RTI.

control group for the similar period (3 months) a year previously in a
1: 2 ratio.

Methods

Patient selection

Design
This was an evaluation study of patients presenting with symptoms
of a respiratory tract infection (RTI) in a General Practice (GP) surgery
between November 2016 to January 2017. This was then compared to a

In the intervention group, patients underwent a clinical assessment
by the GP or Nurse Practitioner, who used a clinical scoring system
similar to one used by Van-Vugt et al. [18] in the Netherlands (Table
1).

Intervention group (N= 69)

Control Group (N= 138)

P value

Age, mean (range)

29.6 (4-71)

30.9 (5-73)

0.0734

Gender (M/F, %)

57/43

53/47

0.0893

Diabetes

2

9

0.769

COPD

0

1

0.129

IHD

11

17

0.117

Co-morbidities

Table 1: Baseline Characteristics of the 207 patients.
The control group was identified from patients seen in the exact
time frame a year previously and identified from read codes used for
diagnosis. These read codes included acute sinusitis, otitis media,
tonsillitis, bronchitis and lower respiratory tract infection.
The criteria for inclusion and exclusion of patients were as identical
as possible in both groups of the study. Patients were aged between 4
years to 75 years, suffered from symptoms of acute RTI according to
the clinical diagnosis of the health professional and provided verbal
consent to the blood test.
Criteria for exclusion included: treatment with antibiotics in the
previous 2 weeks, chronic liver disease, and major surgery in the
preceding month, auto-immune and systemic disorders, renal
replacement therapy and other inflammatory diseases.
No ethical approval was required for the study as this was part of a
normal service evaluation program initiated by the Practice.
CRP levels were measured at the point of care testing (POCT) using
the Spinit analyser (Biosurfit, Lisbon Portugal; POCT Limited is the
UK distributer). Spinit® is a point of care system for the rapid
quantitative measurement of a number of different blood parameters,
using Spinit® disposable discs. The Spinit®-CRP disposable disc is used
to determine the C-reactive protein concentration from a small
capillary blood sample (5 μL) in less than 6 minutes.
The microfluidic disc allows for automated sample processing and
conducting the assay based on antibody-antigen reaction. The CRP
measurement is performed in real time by the Spinit® instrument using
an optical-based detection system-Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR).
The Spinit®-CRP disc is ready-to-use and is standardized against the
ERM®-DA474 from IFCC (International Federation of Clinical
Chemistry).
Decision to prescribe antibiotics was made based on the CRP level
and the presenting clinical criteria (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Clinical Criteria for Point of Care CRP testing.
Patients who did not receive antibiotics were given reassurance and
advice. Data was also collected on referral to the emergency
department (ED). This data was then compared to control group for
analysis. Patients were followed up for 2 weeks post consultation in the
intervention group and all control group patients had their notes
analyzed for 2 further weeks post their initial consultation and
reviewed against any emergency department or Out of Hours
communications in the same time period.

Statistical analysis
For the outcomes used in the analysis of antibiotic usage and
referrals to ED, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test (continuous
variables) and Pearson’s Chi-squared test with simulated p-values
(categorical variables) were applied. POCT guided therapy was
regarded as non-inferior to standard therapy if no significant increase
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was observed. As all patients who received POCT was entered into
analysis, the alpha (α) error was assumed at 5% and the study was
powered to 80% to detect a 10% change in prescribing. The sample
calculation required for a control group to be a minimum of 1.5 times
that of intervention group and we settled for a ratio of 2:1 in this
study. R version 2.5.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna,
Austria) and SPSS and SPSS 16.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) were
used for all analyses.

Results
A total of 207 patients were analyzed. The baseline characteristics
are highlighted in Table 1. There was no statistical difference in
patients treated in the interventional group compared to the control
group. The mean age in the CRP tested group was 29.6 (SD 17.9) and
30.9 (SD 21.6) in the control group. No patient was older than 73 years

CRP (mg/L)

Clinical Score

Test score

01-Feb

≥2

Number

in the analysis. Children aged 4-12 years made up 37 of the 69 patients
(54%) in the intervention group. There were no meaningful differences
seen between the groups when compared to gender and comorbidities.
The CRP tested group had strict clinical criteria for testing at point
of care. Patients who presented with a clinical score of at least 1 went
on to have CRP testing. Antibiotic prescriptions were then deemed
necessary according to CRP stratification as described in (Figure 1).
Table 2 highlights the results of the 69 patients in terms of their CRP
point of care testing, the effect of antibiotic prescribing and their
disbursement and clinical recovery over the following 2 weeks. CRP
levels of 0-5, 5-99, >100 mg/L were observed in 38, 25 and 6 patients,
respectively. Antibiotics were prescribed to patients with higher CRP
levels (0%, 43% and 83% for CRP scores of 0-5, 5-99 and >100 mg/L)
(Table 2).

Antibiotics given

Returned within 2 weeks and given Abx

01-May

38

38

0

0

2 (5.3%)

May-99

25

21

4

16 (42.9%)

0 (0%)

≥100

6

4

2

5 (83%)

0 (0%)

Total

69

63

6

21 (31%)

2 (3%)

Table 2: CRP levels and clinical scores of patients, the percentage who were prescribed antibiotics, and the number who returned within 2 weeks.
This represented 31.6% of the intervention group. A large
proportion of patients (38/69) presented with symptoms had low levels
of CRP and mild symptoms. Only a very small proportion of the
intervention patients were admitted to the Emergency department
(n=3; 4.4%). All of these were children who were under 12 years of age.
Two of these patients were in the mid-range CRP level and only 1 had
CRP level >100 mg/L.

POC CRP it is likely that possible unreliable examination findings or
perceived patient expectation may have resulted in a prescription.
Furthermore there was no effect on recovery rates. POC CRP testing in
under 12 year olds resulted in less referral to the Emergency
department. The experience was also sighted as a better way of
educating patients on value of antibiotic prescriptions for common
ailments as shown by other investigators [19].

The control group had 83 patients (59.9%) who were prescribed
antibiotics in total over the time period that was analyzed. In the initial
consultations, 71 patients were prescribed antibiotics and a further 12
were prescribed treatment upon return within 12 weeks. 29 patients
(21.4%) were admitted to ED in the control group. However, subcohort analysis of the under 12’s in the control revealed only 9 patients
(6.5%; p=0.0479) were admitted to the emergency department.

POC testing is widely used in a few European countries and has
shown interestingly to be associated with lower systemic antibiotic
consumption [19]. Our study demonstrates that when used alongside
clinical guidelines and physical assessments; C-reactive protein testing
can drive down inappropriate antibiotic prescribing in this country.
Health Professionals at Enderby Medical Centre value the use of POC
CRP testing as an asset. The test is quick, easy to use and reproducible.
A tiny blood sample can provide a result in less than 6 min to help
distinguish between potential viral and bacterial RTIs. The authors also
found anecdotally that using the test allowed patients to be reassured
about the illness and increased their understanding of antibiotic use in
respiratory complaints. This hypothesis needs further evaluation and is
currently research on-going in our unit.

Discussion
General Practice is an essential part of primary care and remains the
major gate-keeper for most patients within the United Kingdom (UK)
health economy. This is invariably leading to greater workload and
financial pressures. Respiratory tract infections are a common mode of
presentation to primary care and the prescription of antibiotics is often
generated for both clinical and patient satisfaction reasons [8,9,19].
The rate of growth of antibiotic prescriptions within primary care has
been alarming over the last decade [20-21] and there is a concerted to
reduce this in the next five years.
Our study adds to the scant research that POC CRP testing
influences prescribing within the primary care setting. Antibiotic use
was reduced compared to the control group, especially in patient who
present with less clearly defined clinical parameters; where without
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The authors are certain that in primary care, POC CRP testing has a
promising future. It can be used by nurse practitioners or health care
assistants in GP surgeries or walk in centers or in urgent care setting.
Research is still merited to elucidate whether this will have an impact
on national rates of antibiotic use and this needs a larger call for
randomized controlled trial of sufficient power.
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Strengths and Limitations
This is the first mixed methods case-control study in a United
Kingdom General Practice setting to use POC CRP testing in
conjunction with guidelines in the management of acute cough/
respiratory tract infection. The reference points for CRP testing have
come from studies conducted within the secondary care sphere and
mainly from pneumonia studies (ref). The added value of CRP might
be different and could be lower when measured with a point of care
test in general practice. Nonetheless, agreement between point of care
test results and a conventional reference test has been shown to be
good (refs).
The control group was essentially dependent on whether the system
was accurate in picking up appropriate read codes for the diagnosis in
the preceding year. As the clinicians involved in the study were
unchanged through both time periods, this limitation has been
curtailed and selection bias was kept to a minimum.
The authors also understand that given how common respiratory
tract infections, the numbers in the intervention group were small but
the demographics should make this study scale-able and applicable to
the wider population.
To ensure appropriate use of the CRP test in the more clinically
equivocal patients which are difficult to distinguish between viral and
bacterial, a risk stratifying scoring system was used. Moreover such
stratification avoided reliance on clinical examination findings such as
chest findings which can be often is unreliable.
Samples were taken by one named nurse practitioner who was
trained on how to calibrate and operate the CRP machine. This
minimized errors and lack of data. Results were then interpreted by a
qualified General Practitioner who then took appropriate action for
that patient. Patients were then followed up within 2 weeks to ensure
that safety was paramount.

Conclusions
POC CRP is a useful asset to have in a general practice and this
study supports its use in conjunction with clinical findings in the
management of ARTIs.
The test can be used by various health care professionals and
improve confidence in decision making and reduce the use of
antibiotic prescriptions.
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